
4 Getting Started with TEOS-10  

2.  Installing the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox in MATLAB   
Step 1   

Download the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox in MATLAB from www.TEOS-10.org.   
 

Step 2   
Unzip the Toolbox to a directory you name “GSW”.   

ENSURE THAT THE FOUR SUBFOLDERS (html, library, pdf, 
thermodynamics_from_t) HAVE ALSO BEEN EXTRACTED.   

 
Step 3 (within MATLAB)  

Add the “GSW” directory to your MATLAB path using “Add with subfolders …”  
   That is, use the menus as follows “File” → “Set Path…” → “Add with subfolders …”.  
   (Alternatively, the “addpath” command could be used).   

ENSURE THAT THE FOUR SUBFOLDERS (html, library, pdf, 
thermodynamics_from_t) HAVE ALSO BEEN ADDED TO THE PATH.    

 
Step 4   

Download and install an optimisation solver.  
   We recommend Tomlab CPLEX or IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio. 
   Tomlab is available from http://tomopt.com/tomlab/ 
   IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is free for academics and students through  
   their academic initiative program and is available from https://ibm.onthehub.com  
 

Step 5   
Run gsw_check_functions to check that the Toolbox is correctly installed and that 
   there are no conflicts.  (This function runs three stored vertical profiles through all of 
   the GSW functions, and checks that the outputs are within pre-defined limits of the 
   correct values.  These pre-defined limits are a factor of approximately a hundred larger 
   than the errors expected from the numerical precision of different computers, at the 
   standard double precision of MATLAB).   
 

If the MATLAB Desktop is running,   
Step 6   

Run gsw_front_page to gain access to the front page of the GSW Oceanographic 
   Toolbox, which describes all aspects of the Toolbox.     

 
 

 
Having installed the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, the command gsw_contents will 

show the contents list of the software functions.  The software descriptions and the help files 
for the GSW functions can be accessed by clicking on the function names on this list.  

 
In addition, we have included a short demonstration function, gsw_demo, to introduce 

the user to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.   gsw_demo uses two stored ( )P , ,S t p  profiles 
from the North Pacific and demonstrates, in a step-by-step manner, how to convert these 
into ( )A , ,S pΘ  profiles.   gsw_demo then demonstrates how to evaluate several water-
column properties such as dynamic height, geostrophic streamfunction and geostrophic 
velocity, as well as forming potential density contours on the AS −Θ  diagram.   

 
A user may want to run gsw_check_functions periodically to confirm that the software 

remains uncorrupted.  

 
 
 

http://www.teos-10.org/
http://tomopt.com/tomlab/
https://ibm.onthehub.com/
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	1.  Preamble
	The International Thermodynamic Equation Of Seawater – 2010 (TEOS-10) allows all the thermodynamic properties of pure water, ice, seawater and moist air to be evaluated in a self-consistent manner.  For the first time the effects of the variations in ...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox of TEOS-10 is concerned primarily with the properties of pure liquid water and of seawater; the TEOS-10 software for evaluating the properties of ice and of humid air is available in the SIA (Seawater-Ice-Air) software li...
	TEOS-10 has introduced several new variables into oceanography, including Absolute Salinity , Preformed Salinity , and Conservative Temperature .  These variables are introduced in this document, and then the use of these variables is discussed, follo...
	Absolute Salinity is the salinity argument of the TEOS-10 algorithms which give the various thermodynamic properties of seawater, and under TEOS-10 Absolute Salinity  is the salinity variable to be used in scientific publications.  Note, however, it i...
	For the past thirty years, under EOS-80 we have taken the “raw” data of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  and we have used an algorithm to calculate potential temperature  in order to analyze and publish wat...
	As a fast-track precursor to the rest of this document, we note that these calculations can be performed using the functions of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox as follows.  The observed variables , together with longitude and latitude, are used to first...
	The more prominent advantages of TEOS-10 compared with EOS-80 are
	 For the first time the influence of the spatially varying composition of seawater is systematically taken into account through the use of Absolute Salinity .  In the open ocean, this has a non-trivial effect on the horizontal density gradient, and t...
	 The new salinity variable, Absolute Salinity , is measured in SI units (e.g. ).
	 The Gibbs function approach of TEOS-10 allows the calculation of internal energy, entropy, enthalpy, potential enthalpy and the chemical potentials of seawater as well as the freezing temperature, and the latent heats of melting and of evaporation. ...
	 In particular, Conservative Temperature  accurately represents the “heat content” per unit mass of seawater, and is to be used in place of potential temperature  in oceanography.
	 The thermodynamic quantities available from TEOS-10 are totally consistent with each other, while this was not the case with EOS-80.
	 A single algorithm for seawater density (the 75-term computationally-efficient expression ) can now be used for ocean modelling, for observational oceanography, and for theoretical studies.  By contrast, for the past 30 years we have used different ...
	The present document (McDougall and Barker, 2011) provides a short description of the three new oceanographic variables ,  and , leading into a discussion of the changes to observational oceanography and ocean modelling under TEOS-10 (compared with EO...
	Note that when referring to the use of TEOS-10, it is the TEOS-10 Manual which should be referenced as IOC et al. (2010) [IOC, SCOR and IAPSO, 2010: The international thermodynamic equation of seawater – 2010: Calculation and use of thermodynamic prop...
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	Ensure that the four subfolders (html, library, pdf, thermodynamics_from_t) have also been added to the Path.
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	Download and install an optimisation solver.
	We recommend Tomlab CPLEX or IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio.
	Tomlab is available from http://tomopt.com/tomlab/
	IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is free for academics and students through     their academic initiative program and is available from https://ibm.onthehub.com
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	Run gsw_check_functions to check that the Toolbox is correctly installed and that    there are no conflicts.  (This function runs three stored vertical profiles through all of    the GSW functions, and checks that the outputs are within pre-defined li...
	If the Matlab Desktop is running,
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	Having installed the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, the command gsw_contents will show the contents list of the software functions.  The software descriptions and the help files for the GSW functions can be accessed by clicking on the function names on th...
	In addition, we have included a short demonstration function, gsw_demo, to introduce the user to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.   gsw_demo uses two stored  profiles from the North Pacific and demonstrates, in a step-by-step manner, how to convert thes...
	A user may want to run gsw_check_functions periodically to confirm that the software remains uncorrupted.
	3. Absolute Salinity SA
	Perhaps the most apparent change in using TEOS-10 compared with using the International Equation of State of seawater (EOS-80) is the adoption of Absolute Salinity  instead of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78) as the salinity argument for evaluating the th...
	The “raw” physical oceanographic data, as collected from ships and from autonomous platforms (e. g. Argo), and as stored in national oceanographic data bases, are
	 Practical Salinity (, unitless, PSS-78) and
	 in situ temperature (, ITS-90) as functions of
	 sea pressure (), at a series of
	 longitudes and latitudes.
	Under TEOS-10 all the thermodynamic properties are functions of Absolute Salinity  (rather than of Practical Salinity), hence the first step in processing oceanographic data is to calculate Absolute Salinity, and this is accomplished by the GSW functi...
	The gsw_SA_from_SP(SP,p,long,lat) function first interpolates the global Absolute Salinity Anomaly Ratio () data set using the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR to the (p,long,lat) location.  gsw_SA_from_SP then uses this interpolated value of  t...
	In this expression  is the Reference Salinity , which is the best estimate of Absolute Salinity of a Standard Seawater sample.
	Eqn. (1) is the value of Absolute Salinity returned by gsw_SA_from_SP unless the function detects that the location is in the Baltic Sea (where incidentally the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR returns a value of  of zero).  If the observation i...
	In summary, the gsw_SA_from_SP function returns either Eqn. (1) or Eqn. (2) depending on whether the longitude and latitude of the sample put the observation outside or inside the Baltic Sea.  Since Practical Salinity should always be positive but the...
	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warning...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is as large as  (see Figure 2 of IOC et al. (2010) which is reproduced below), this being the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate ...
	The first version of gsw_SA_from_SP was made available in January 2009 (then called gsw_ASal).  The second version (version 2.0) was released in October 2010 and superseded version 1.  The third version (version 3.0) was released in May 2011 and super...
	Figure A.5.1.  The northward density gradient at constant pressure (the horizontal axis)                           for data in the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) for                          dbar.  The vertical axis is the magni...
	As discussed in Pawlowicz (2010), Wright et al. (2011) and IOC et al. (2010), there are actually several contenders for the title of the “absolute salinity” of seawater, namely “Solution Salinity”, “Added-Mass Salinity”, and “Density Salinity”.  The p...
	4. Preformed Salinity
	Absolute Salinity , Reference Salinity  and Practical Salinity  are all conservative salinity variables under the processes of (i) adiabatic pressure changes, and (ii) turbulent mixing, but none of these three salinity variables are conservative in th...
	The gsw_Sstar_from_SP(SP,p,long,lat) function first interpolates the global Absolute Salinity Anomaly Ratio () data set using the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR to the (p,long,lat) location.  gsw_Sstar_from_SP then uses this interpolated value...
	where  is taken to be the constant  based on the work of Pawlowicz et al. (2011).  Note that  is Reference Salinity  which is the best estimate of Absolute Salinity for a Standard Seawater sample.  The figure below (from Figure A.4.1 of the TEOS-10 Ma...
	Figure A.4.1.  Number line of salinity, illustrating the differences between                           Preformed Salinity , Reference Salinity , and Absolute                           Salinity  for seawater whose composition differs from that         ...
	Equation (3) is the value of Preformed Salinity  returned by gsw_Sstar_from_SP unless the function detects that the location is in the Baltic Sea (where incidentally the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR returns a value of  of zero).  In the Balt...
	In summary, the gsw_Sstar_from_SP function returns either Eqn. (3) or Eqn. (4) depending on whether the longitude and latitude of the sample put the observation outside or inside the Baltic Sea.  Since Practical Salinity should always be positive but ...
	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warnin...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is almost , and the difference between Absolute Salinity and the conservative Preformed Salinity, , is as large as , equivalent to an increment of d...
	Continuing to concentrate on the mid-depth northern North Pacific, recall that the salinity difference  of  represents the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate of it using only Practical Salinity, while the value of  of  is the total ...
	What then is the appropriate use of Preformed Salinity ?  This salinity variable is the one which can be treated as being conservative.  Hence, in contrast to the evolution equation of Absolute Salinity , the evolution equation for Preformed Salinity ...
	(i) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in forward ocean models,
	(ii) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in inverse ocean models, and
	(iii) the salinity variable that is averaged when forming a hydrographic atlas.
	In these applications, the salinity difference  is added to the averaged atlas or model salinity variable to form Absolute Salinity  before other thermodynamic properties (such as density etc.) are calculated.  Because of its conservative nature, ther...
	5. Conservative Temperature
	Because the TEOS-10 properties of seawater are all derived from a Gibbs function, it is possible to find thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy, internal energy and entropy.  Hence potential enthalpy and Conservative Temperature (which is simply pr...
	Conservative Temperature is in some respects quite similar to potential temperature in that the same artificial thought experiment is involved with their definitions.  In both cases one takes a seawater sample at an arbitrary pressure in the ocean and...
	Conservative Temperature  represents the “heat content” of seawater much more accurately than does potential temperature  (McDougall (2003), Graham and McDougall, 2013).   can be evaluated from in situ temperature t from the function gsw_CT_from_t.  T...
	Figure A.17.1.  Contours (in ) of the difference between potential temperature
	and Conservative Temperature .  This plot illustrates the non-conservative production of potential temperature  in the ocean.
	The air-sea heat flux is exactly proportional to the flux of Conservative Temperature, and because  is almost a perfectly conservative variable, the meridional “heat” flux is very accurately given by the meridional flux of  (as opposed to the meridion...
	For these reasons Conservative Temperature  is the appropriate temperature variable to be used in ocean analyses.  Just as Absolute Salinity  is now to be used in oceanographic publications instead of Practical Salinity, so too Conservative Temperatur...
	Figure A.14.1.  Contours of  at , showing the percentage                            difference between the epineutral gradients of  and .  The red dots                            are from the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) at
	.
	6. Which types of salinity and temperature should be archived?
	Since 1978 we have gone to sea and collected and then archived Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  at known values of longitude, latitude and time.  Under TEOS-10, nothing about this data collection and storag...
	In particular, it cannot be over-emphasized that NONE of Reference Salinity , Absolute Salinity  or Preformed Salinity  should EVER be submitted to or stored in national oceanographic databases.  This resonates with present practice regarding temperat...
	7. The 75-term expression  for specific volume
	The computationally efficient 75-term polynomial for specific volume, , is described in Roquet et al. (2015), and is the function gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.  Seawater specific volume data was fitted in a “funnel” of data po...
	 it is a function of Conservative Temperature, so eliminating the need to be continually converting between Conservative and in-situ temperatures in order to evaluate density,
	 it is computationally faster (by a factor of 4) to use the 75-term expression gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) rather than using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) which is based on the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09) and of sea salt (IAPWS-08),
	 ocean models will use this 75-term equation of state, and it is advantageous for the fields of observational and theoretical oceanography to use the same equation of state as ocean models.
	The functions of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox are listed on the next four pages, after which section 8 begins on page 18.
	8. Changes to oceanographic practice under TEOS-10
	For the past thirty years we have taken the “raw” data of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  and we have used an algorithm to calculate potential temperature  in order to analyze and publish water-mass charac...
	Under TEOS-10 this practice has now changed:- density and potential density (and all types of geostrophic streamfunction including dynamic height anomaly) are now not functions of Practical Salinity  but rather are functions of Absolute Salinity .
	TEOS-10 also defines a new temperature variable, Conservative Temperature , which takes the place of potential temperature  (see section 5 above).  Operationally, the calculation of Conservative Temperature  as a function of  under TEOS-10 is no diffe...
	Under TEOS-10 is not possible to draw isolines of potential density on a  diagram.  Rather, because of the spatial variations of seawater composition, a given value of potential density defines an area on the  diagram, not a curved line.  Hence for th...
	Specific volume may be calculated from the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09, Feistel (2003)) and of salt (IAPWS-08, Feistel (2008)) using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) or from the 75-term polynomial expression using gsw_specvol(SA,CT...
	These advantages lead us to recommend the 75-term expression for general use by oceanographers, including for observational studies, for ocean modelling and for theoretical studies, thus ensuring consistency between these different branches of oceanog...
	In summary, under EOS-80 we have to date used the observed variables  to first form potential temperature  and then we have analyzed water masses on the  diagram, and we have been able to draw curved contours of potential density on this same  diagram...
	The various oceanographic properties that rely on the equation of state have been written in terms of  and  in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, and all of the oceanographic variables in common use (including geostrophic streamfunctions) have been writte...
	9. Ocean modelling using TEOS-10
	Ocean models treat their salinity and temperature variables as being conservative, with the choice of variables to date being Practical Salinity and potential temperature.  Converting ocean models to be TEOS-10 compatible requires several changes.  Th...
	(i) accurately represent the “heat content” per unit mass of seawater and
	(ii) to be as conservative as possible under ocean mixing processes.
	Conservative Temperature  has these properties whereas potential temperature  does not.  Fortunately it is relatively easy to change ocean models to have Conservative Temperature as their temperature variable.  With the expression for density being ca...
	The current practice in numerical models is to treat salinity as a perfectly conserved quantity in the interior of the ocean.  In order to continue this practice the appropriate model salinity variable is Preformed Salinity .  Preformed Salinity and A...
	10. A guide to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox
	The key attributes of the three oceanographic variables ,  and  may be summarized as follows.  Preformed Salinity  and Conservative Temperature  are the ideal variables for representing the “salt content” and “heat content” of seawater in the standard...
	The GSW functions are listed on the central four pages of this document.  The group of functions “Practical Salinity (SP), PSS-78” contains routines for Practical Salinity in terms of either conductivity C or conductivity ratio R, as well as their inv...
	The second group delivers the three new oceanographic variables, Absolute Salinity , Preformed Salinity , and Conservative Temperature .  The first two functions have Practical Salinity , pressure, longitude and latitude as input variables.  Note that...
	The third group contains just the function gsw_SA_CT_plot which plots the TEOS-10 version of the “T-S” diagram for a series of vertical profiles.  The Conservative Temperature at the freezing point for  dbar, and user-selected potential density contou...
	The fourth grouping of functions has the heading “other conversions between temperatures, salinities, entropy, pressure and height”.  Some of these functions are the reverse of those in the previous groups (namely gsw_SP_from_SA, gsw_SP_from_Sstar and...
	The next group of functions (the right-hand side of the page), headed “specific volume, density and enthalpy”, are all derived from the computationally-efficient 75-term expression for specific volume,  of Roquet et al. (2015). This group includes the...
	The next group of three functions, headed “vertical stability”, delivers variables which are defined in terms of the vertical gradients of  and  on an individual vertical profile, and so are inherently water column properties.  These functions deliver...
	The following group is for calculating four different geostrophic streamfunctions, and the acoustic travel time for sound up and down a vertical water column.  All of these GSW geostrophic streamfunction functions have  and  as their input salinity an...
	The next group contains just the one function, gsw_geostrophic_velocity, which calculates the geostrophic velocity in a given surface with respect to the velocity in a reference surface.  This function should be called with dynamic height anomaly if t...
	The next group of functions is concerned with various neutral attributes of the seawater equation of state and returns properties such as the ratio of the gradient of Conservative Temperature in a potential density surface to that in the neutral tange...
	The following group “derivatives of entropy, CT and pt” contains functions which use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function and have a variety of input temperatures, appropriate to the variable being differentiated.  The outputs of these functions are used, ...
	The following four groups give properties of ice, of sea ice, and of the thermodynamic equilibrium between seawater and either ice or sea ice.  These four groups are followed by a group of functions which gives the latent heats of melting and of evapo...
	The next group “spiciness” delivers the spiciness variable for three different reference pressures.  Spiciness is a measure of the change of water-mass properties along a potential density surface.
	The group, “planet Earth properties”, delivers straightforward properties of the rotating planet of the solar system on which we presently reside.
	The group “TEOS-10 constants” simply returns various constants which are basic to TEOS-10.  Note that the constant gsw_C3515 is not a fundamental constant of either PSS-78 or TEOS-10 but is required to convert a measured conductivity value C into cond...
	The group “dissolved gases” contains algorithms for the solubility of various gases.  This is not work that resulted from SCOR/IAPSO Working Group 127, nor have these algorithms been approved by IOC.  These algorithms are included in the GSW Oceanogra...
	The two groups on the right-hand side of this third page contain only functions evaluated using the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function (being the sum of the IAPWS-09 and IAPWS-08 Gibbs functions).  The group of GSW functions, headed “specific volume, density...
	The group of GSW functions headed “laboratory functions, for use with densimeter measurements”. These functions have in situ temperature  as their input temperature variable.  All three functions in this group use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function, name...
	The fourth page of the GSW algorithms list include the “basic thermodynamic properties in terms of in-situ t, based on the exact Gibbs function” in which can be found many of the basic thermodynamic properties of seawater.  Each of these functions hav...
	The function gsw_check_functions confirms that the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is correctly installed and that there are no conflicts.  This function runs three stored vertical profiles through of all the other GSW functions, and checks that the outputs...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is designed to be comprehensive and to be installed in its entirety, even though most users may use relatively few of the functions for routine oceanographic analyses.  For example, the most basic use of the GSW Oceanogra...
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	12. Recommended nomenclature, symbols and units in
	oceanography
	This section 12 is from appendix L of the TEOS-10 Manual, IOC et al. (2010).
	The strict SI units of Absolute Salinity, temperature and pressure are , Absolute Temperature in  and Absolute Pressure  in Pa.  These are the units predominantly adopted in the SIA computer software for the input and output variables.  If oceanograph...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox (appendix N) adopts as far as possible the currently used oceanographic units, so that the input variables for all the computer algorithms are Absolute Salinity in  in  temperature in  and pressure as sea pressure in dbar...
	It seems impractical to recommend that the field of oceanography fully adopt strict basic SI units.  It is however very valuable to have the field adopt uniform symbols and units, and in the interests of achieving this uniformity we recommend the foll...
	Table L.1. Recommended Symbols and Units in Oceanography
	The authors acknowledge financial support from CSIRO during much of the development of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.
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	 For the first time the influence of the spatially varying composition of seawater is systematically taken into account through the use of Absolute Salinity .  In the open ocean, this has a non-trivial effect on the horizontal density gradient, and t...
	 The new salinity variable, Absolute Salinity , is measured in SI units (e.g. ).
	 The Gibbs function approach of TEOS-10 allows the calculation of internal energy, entropy, enthalpy, potential enthalpy and the chemical potentials of seawater as well as the freezing temperature, and the latent heats of melting and of evaporation. ...
	 In particular, Conservative Temperature  accurately represents the “heat content” per unit mass of seawater, and is to be used in place of potential temperature  in oceanography.
	 The thermodynamic quantities available from TEOS-10 are totally consistent with each other, while this was not the case with EOS-80.
	 A single algorithm for seawater density (the 75-term computationally-efficient expression ) can now be used for ocean modelling, for observational oceanography, and for theoretical studies.  By contrast, for the past 30 years we have used different ...
	The present document (McDougall and Barker, 2011) provides a short description of the three new oceanographic variables ,  and , leading into a discussion of the changes to observational oceanography and ocean modelling under TEOS-10 (compared with EO...
	Note that when referring to the use of TEOS-10, it is the TEOS-10 Manual which should be referenced as IOC et al. (2010) [IOC, SCOR and IAPSO, 2010: The international thermodynamic equation of seawater – 2010: Calculation and use of thermodynamic prop...
	2.  Installing the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox in MATLAB
	Step 1
	Download the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox in Matlab from www.TEOS-10.org.
	Step 2
	Unzip the Toolbox to a directory you name “GSW”.
	Ensure that the four subfolders (html, library, pdf, thermodynamics_from_t) have also been extracted.
	Step 3 (within Matlab)
	Add the “GSW” directory to your Matlab path using “Add with subfolders …”     That is, use the menus as follows “File”“Set Path…”“Add with subfolders …”.
	(Alternatively, the “addpath” command could be used).
	Ensure that the four subfolders (html, library, pdf, thermodynamics_from_t) have also been added to the Path.
	Step 4
	Download and install an optimisation solver.
	We recommend Tomlab CPLEX or IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio.
	Tomlab is available from http://tomopt.com/tomlab/
	IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is free for academics and students through     their academic initiative program and is available from https://ibm.onthehub.com
	Step 5
	Run gsw_check_functions to check that the Toolbox is correctly installed and that    there are no conflicts.  (This function runs three stored vertical profiles through all of    the GSW functions, and checks that the outputs are within pre-defined li...
	If the Matlab Desktop is running,
	Step 6
	Run gsw_front_page to gain access to the front page of the GSW Oceanographic    Toolbox, which describes all aspects of the Toolbox.
	Having installed the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, the command gsw_contents will show the contents list of the software functions.  The software descriptions and the help files for the GSW functions can be accessed by clicking on the function names on th...
	In addition, we have included a short demonstration function, gsw_demo, to introduce the user to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.   gsw_demo uses two stored  profiles from the North Pacific and demonstrates, in a step-by-step manner, how to convert thes...
	A user may want to run gsw_check_functions periodically to confirm that the software remains uncorrupted.
	3. Absolute Salinity SA
	Perhaps the most apparent change in using TEOS-10 compared with using the International Equation of State of seawater (EOS-80) is the adoption of Absolute Salinity  instead of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78) as the salinity argument for evaluating the th...
	The “raw” physical oceanographic data, as collected from ships and from autonomous platforms (e. g. Argo), and as stored in national oceanographic data bases, are
	 Practical Salinity (, unitless, PSS-78) and
	 in situ temperature (, ITS-90) as functions of
	 sea pressure (), at a series of
	 longitudes and latitudes.
	Under TEOS-10 all the thermodynamic properties are functions of Absolute Salinity  (rather than of Practical Salinity), hence the first step in processing oceanographic data is to calculate Absolute Salinity, and this is accomplished by the GSW functi...
	The gsw_SA_from_SP(SP,p,long,lat) function first interpolates the global Absolute Salinity Anomaly Ratio () data set using the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR to the (p,long,lat) location.  gsw_SA_from_SP then uses this interpolated value of  t...
	In this expression  is the Reference Salinity , which is the best estimate of Absolute Salinity of a Standard Seawater sample.
	Eqn. (1) is the value of Absolute Salinity returned by gsw_SA_from_SP unless the function detects that the location is in the Baltic Sea (where incidentally the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR returns a value of  of zero).  If the observation i...
	In summary, the gsw_SA_from_SP function returns either Eqn. (1) or Eqn. (2) depending on whether the longitude and latitude of the sample put the observation outside or inside the Baltic Sea.  Since Practical Salinity should always be positive but the...
	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warning...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is as large as  (see Figure 2 of IOC et al. (2010) which is reproduced below), this being the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate ...
	The first version of gsw_SA_from_SP was made available in January 2009 (then called gsw_ASal).  The second version (version 2.0) was released in October 2010 and superseded version 1.  The third version (version 3.0) was released in May 2011 and super...
	Figure A.5.1.  The northward density gradient at constant pressure (the horizontal axis)                           for data in the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) for                          dbar.  The vertical axis is the magni...
	As discussed in Pawlowicz (2010), Wright et al. (2011) and IOC et al. (2010), there are actually several contenders for the title of the “absolute salinity” of seawater, namely “Solution Salinity”, “Added-Mass Salinity”, and “Density Salinity”.  The p...
	4. Preformed Salinity
	Absolute Salinity , Reference Salinity  and Practical Salinity  are all conservative salinity variables under the processes of (i) adiabatic pressure changes, and (ii) turbulent mixing, but none of these three salinity variables are conservative in th...
	The gsw_Sstar_from_SP(SP,p,long,lat) function first interpolates the global Absolute Salinity Anomaly Ratio () data set using the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR to the (p,long,lat) location.  gsw_Sstar_from_SP then uses this interpolated value...
	where  is taken to be the constant  based on the work of Pawlowicz et al. (2011).  Note that  is Reference Salinity  which is the best estimate of Absolute Salinity for a Standard Seawater sample.  The figure below (from Figure A.4.1 of the TEOS-10 Ma...
	Figure A.4.1.  Number line of salinity, illustrating the differences between                           Preformed Salinity , Reference Salinity , and Absolute                           Salinity  for seawater whose composition differs from that         ...
	Equation (3) is the value of Preformed Salinity  returned by gsw_Sstar_from_SP unless the function detects that the location is in the Baltic Sea (where incidentally the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR returns a value of  of zero).  In the Balt...
	In summary, the gsw_Sstar_from_SP function returns either Eqn. (3) or Eqn. (4) depending on whether the longitude and latitude of the sample put the observation outside or inside the Baltic Sea.  Since Practical Salinity should always be positive but ...
	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warnin...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is almost , and the difference between Absolute Salinity and the conservative Preformed Salinity, , is as large as , equivalent to an increment of d...
	Continuing to concentrate on the mid-depth northern North Pacific, recall that the salinity difference  of  represents the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate of it using only Practical Salinity, while the value of  of  is the total ...
	What then is the appropriate use of Preformed Salinity ?  This salinity variable is the one which can be treated as being conservative.  Hence, in contrast to the evolution equation of Absolute Salinity , the evolution equation for Preformed Salinity ...
	(i) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in forward ocean models,
	(ii) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in inverse ocean models, and
	(iii) the salinity variable that is averaged when forming a hydrographic atlas.
	In these applications, the salinity difference  is added to the averaged atlas or model salinity variable to form Absolute Salinity  before other thermodynamic properties (such as density etc.) are calculated.  Because of its conservative nature, ther...
	5. Conservative Temperature
	Because the TEOS-10 properties of seawater are all derived from a Gibbs function, it is possible to find thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy, internal energy and entropy.  Hence potential enthalpy and Conservative Temperature (which is simply pr...
	Conservative Temperature is in some respects quite similar to potential temperature in that the same artificial thought experiment is involved with their definitions.  In both cases one takes a seawater sample at an arbitrary pressure in the ocean and...
	Conservative Temperature  represents the “heat content” of seawater much more accurately than does potential temperature  (McDougall (2003), Graham and McDougall, 2013).   can be evaluated from in situ temperature t from the function gsw_CT_from_t.  T...
	Figure A.17.1.  Contours (in ) of the difference between potential temperature
	and Conservative Temperature .  This plot illustrates the non-conservative production of potential temperature  in the ocean.
	The air-sea heat flux is exactly proportional to the flux of Conservative Temperature, and because  is almost a perfectly conservative variable, the meridional “heat” flux is very accurately given by the meridional flux of  (as opposed to the meridion...
	For these reasons Conservative Temperature  is the appropriate temperature variable to be used in ocean analyses.  Just as Absolute Salinity  is now to be used in oceanographic publications instead of Practical Salinity, so too Conservative Temperatur...
	Figure A.14.1.  Contours of  at , showing the percentage                            difference between the epineutral gradients of  and .  The red dots                            are from the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) at
	.
	6. Which types of salinity and temperature should be archived?
	Since 1978 we have gone to sea and collected and then archived Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  at known values of longitude, latitude and time.  Under TEOS-10, nothing about this data collection and storag...
	In particular, it cannot be over-emphasized that NONE of Reference Salinity , Absolute Salinity  or Preformed Salinity  should EVER be submitted to or stored in national oceanographic databases.  This resonates with present practice regarding temperat...
	7. The 75-term expression  for specific volume
	The computationally efficient 75-term polynomial for specific volume, , is described in Roquet et al. (2015), and is the function gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.  Seawater specific volume data was fitted in a “funnel” of data po...
	 it is a function of Conservative Temperature, so eliminating the need to be continually converting between Conservative and in-situ temperatures in order to evaluate density,
	 it is computationally faster (by a factor of 4) to use the 75-term expression gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) rather than using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) which is based on the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09) and of sea salt (IAPWS-08),
	 ocean models will use this 75-term equation of state, and it is advantageous for the fields of observational and theoretical oceanography to use the same equation of state as ocean models.
	The functions of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox are listed on the next four pages, after which section 8 begins on page 18.
	8. Changes to oceanographic practice under TEOS-10
	For the past thirty years we have taken the “raw” data of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  and we have used an algorithm to calculate potential temperature  in order to analyze and publish water-mass charac...
	Under TEOS-10 this practice has now changed:- density and potential density (and all types of geostrophic streamfunction including dynamic height anomaly) are now not functions of Practical Salinity  but rather are functions of Absolute Salinity .
	TEOS-10 also defines a new temperature variable, Conservative Temperature , which takes the place of potential temperature  (see section 5 above).  Operationally, the calculation of Conservative Temperature  as a function of  under TEOS-10 is no diffe...
	Under TEOS-10 is not possible to draw isolines of potential density on a  diagram.  Rather, because of the spatial variations of seawater composition, a given value of potential density defines an area on the  diagram, not a curved line.  Hence for th...
	Specific volume may be calculated from the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09, Feistel (2003)) and of salt (IAPWS-08, Feistel (2008)) using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) or from the 75-term polynomial expression using gsw_specvol(SA,CT...
	These advantages lead us to recommend the 75-term expression for general use by oceanographers, including for observational studies, for ocean modelling and for theoretical studies, thus ensuring consistency between these different branches of oceanog...
	In summary, under EOS-80 we have to date used the observed variables  to first form potential temperature  and then we have analyzed water masses on the  diagram, and we have been able to draw curved contours of potential density on this same  diagram...
	The various oceanographic properties that rely on the equation of state have been written in terms of  and  in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, and all of the oceanographic variables in common use (including geostrophic streamfunctions) have been writte...
	9. Ocean modelling using TEOS-10
	Ocean models treat their salinity and temperature variables as being conservative, with the choice of variables to date being Practical Salinity and potential temperature.  Converting ocean models to be TEOS-10 compatible requires several changes.  Th...
	(i) accurately represent the “heat content” per unit mass of seawater and
	(ii) to be as conservative as possible under ocean mixing processes.
	Conservative Temperature  has these properties whereas potential temperature  does not.  Fortunately it is relatively easy to change ocean models to have Conservative Temperature as their temperature variable.  With the expression for density being ca...
	The current practice in numerical models is to treat salinity as a perfectly conserved quantity in the interior of the ocean.  In order to continue this practice the appropriate model salinity variable is Preformed Salinity .  Preformed Salinity and A...
	10. A guide to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox
	The key attributes of the three oceanographic variables ,  and  may be summarized as follows.  Preformed Salinity  and Conservative Temperature  are the ideal variables for representing the “salt content” and “heat content” of seawater in the standard...
	The GSW functions are listed on the central four pages of this document.  The group of functions “Practical Salinity (SP), PSS-78” contains routines for Practical Salinity in terms of either conductivity C or conductivity ratio R, as well as their inv...
	The second group delivers the three new oceanographic variables, Absolute Salinity , Preformed Salinity , and Conservative Temperature .  The first two functions have Practical Salinity , pressure, longitude and latitude as input variables.  Note that...
	The third group contains just the function gsw_SA_CT_plot which plots the TEOS-10 version of the “T-S” diagram for a series of vertical profiles.  The Conservative Temperature at the freezing point for  dbar, and user-selected potential density contou...
	The fourth grouping of functions has the heading “other conversions between temperatures, salinities, entropy, pressure and height”.  Some of these functions are the reverse of those in the previous groups (namely gsw_SP_from_SA, gsw_SP_from_Sstar and...
	The next group of functions (the right-hand side of the page), headed “specific volume, density and enthalpy”, are all derived from the computationally-efficient 75-term expression for specific volume,  of Roquet et al. (2015). This group includes the...
	The next group of three functions, headed “vertical stability”, delivers variables which are defined in terms of the vertical gradients of  and  on an individual vertical profile, and so are inherently water column properties.  These functions deliver...
	The following group is for calculating four different geostrophic streamfunctions, and the acoustic travel time for sound up and down a vertical water column.  All of these GSW geostrophic streamfunction functions have  and  as their input salinity an...
	The next group contains just the one function, gsw_geostrophic_velocity, which calculates the geostrophic velocity in a given surface with respect to the velocity in a reference surface.  This function should be called with dynamic height anomaly if t...
	The next group of functions is concerned with various neutral attributes of the seawater equation of state and returns properties such as the ratio of the gradient of Conservative Temperature in a potential density surface to that in the neutral tange...
	The following group “derivatives of entropy, CT and pt” contains functions which use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function and have a variety of input temperatures, appropriate to the variable being differentiated.  The outputs of these functions are used, ...
	The following four groups give properties of ice, of sea ice, and of the thermodynamic equilibrium between seawater and either ice or sea ice.  These four groups are followed by a group of functions which gives the latent heats of melting and of evapo...
	The next group “spiciness” delivers the spiciness variable for three different reference pressures.  Spiciness is a measure of the change of water-mass properties along a potential density surface.
	The group, “planet Earth properties”, delivers straightforward properties of the rotating planet of the solar system on which we presently reside.
	The group “TEOS-10 constants” simply returns various constants which are basic to TEOS-10.  Note that the constant gsw_C3515 is not a fundamental constant of either PSS-78 or TEOS-10 but is required to convert a measured conductivity value C into cond...
	The group “dissolved gases” contains algorithms for the solubility of various gases.  This is not work that resulted from SCOR/IAPSO Working Group 127, nor have these algorithms been approved by IOC.  These algorithms are included in the GSW Oceanogra...
	The two groups on the right-hand side of this third page contain only functions evaluated using the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function (being the sum of the IAPWS-09 and IAPWS-08 Gibbs functions).  The group of GSW functions, headed “specific volume, density...
	The group of GSW functions headed “laboratory functions, for use with densimeter measurements”. These functions have in situ temperature  as their input temperature variable.  All three functions in this group use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function, name...
	The fourth page of the GSW algorithms list include the “basic thermodynamic properties in terms of in-situ t, based on the exact Gibbs function” in which can be found many of the basic thermodynamic properties of seawater.  Each of these functions hav...
	The function gsw_check_functions confirms that the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is correctly installed and that there are no conflicts.  This function runs three stored vertical profiles through of all the other GSW functions, and checks that the outputs...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is designed to be comprehensive and to be installed in its entirety, even though most users may use relatively few of the functions for routine oceanographic analyses.  For example, the most basic use of the GSW Oceanogra...
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	12. Recommended nomenclature, symbols and units in
	oceanography
	This section 12 is from appendix L of the TEOS-10 Manual, IOC et al. (2010).
	The strict SI units of Absolute Salinity, temperature and pressure are , Absolute Temperature in  and Absolute Pressure  in Pa.  These are the units predominantly adopted in the SIA computer software for the input and output variables.  If oceanograph...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox (appendix N) adopts as far as possible the currently used oceanographic units, so that the input variables for all the computer algorithms are Absolute Salinity in  in  temperature in  and pressure as sea pressure in dbar...
	It seems impractical to recommend that the field of oceanography fully adopt strict basic SI units.  It is however very valuable to have the field adopt uniform symbols and units, and in the interests of achieving this uniformity we recommend the foll...
	Table L.1. Recommended Symbols and Units in Oceanography
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	Ensure that the four subfolders (html, library, pdf, thermodynamics_from_t) have also been extracted.
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	(Alternatively, the “addpath” command could be used).
	Ensure that the four subfolders (html, library, pdf, thermodynamics_from_t) have also been added to the Path.
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	Download and install an optimisation solver.
	We recommend Tomlab CPLEX or IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio.
	Tomlab is available from http://tomopt.com/tomlab/
	IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio is free for academics and students through     their academic initiative program and is available from https://ibm.onthehub.com
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	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warning...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is as large as  (see Figure 2 of IOC et al. (2010) which is reproduced below), this being the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate ...
	The first version of gsw_SA_from_SP was made available in January 2009 (then called gsw_ASal).  The second version (version 2.0) was released in October 2010 and superseded version 1.  The third version (version 3.0) was released in May 2011 and super...
	Figure A.5.1.  The northward density gradient at constant pressure (the horizontal axis)                           for data in the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) for                          dbar.  The vertical axis is the magni...
	As discussed in Pawlowicz (2010), Wright et al. (2011) and IOC et al. (2010), there are actually several contenders for the title of the “absolute salinity” of seawater, namely “Solution Salinity”, “Added-Mass Salinity”, and “Density Salinity”.  The p...
	4. Preformed Salinity
	Absolute Salinity , Reference Salinity  and Practical Salinity  are all conservative salinity variables under the processes of (i) adiabatic pressure changes, and (ii) turbulent mixing, but none of these three salinity variables are conservative in th...
	The gsw_Sstar_from_SP(SP,p,long,lat) function first interpolates the global Absolute Salinity Anomaly Ratio () data set using the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR to the (p,long,lat) location.  gsw_Sstar_from_SP then uses this interpolated value...
	where  is taken to be the constant  based on the work of Pawlowicz et al. (2011).  Note that  is Reference Salinity  which is the best estimate of Absolute Salinity for a Standard Seawater sample.  The figure below (from Figure A.4.1 of the TEOS-10 Ma...
	Figure A.4.1.  Number line of salinity, illustrating the differences between                           Preformed Salinity , Reference Salinity , and Absolute                           Salinity  for seawater whose composition differs from that         ...
	Equation (3) is the value of Preformed Salinity  returned by gsw_Sstar_from_SP unless the function detects that the location is in the Baltic Sea (where incidentally the internal GSW library function gsw_SAAR returns a value of  of zero).  In the Balt...
	In summary, the gsw_Sstar_from_SP function returns either Eqn. (3) or Eqn. (4) depending on whether the longitude and latitude of the sample put the observation outside or inside the Baltic Sea.  Since Practical Salinity should always be positive but ...
	If the latitude and longitude are such as to place the observation well away from the ocean, a flag ‘in_ocean’ is set to zero as a warning, otherwise it is 1.  This flag is only set when the observation is well and truly on dry land; often the warnin...
	The largest influence of the variable seawater composition occurs in the northern North Pacific where  is almost , and the difference between Absolute Salinity and the conservative Preformed Salinity, , is as large as , equivalent to an increment of d...
	Continuing to concentrate on the mid-depth northern North Pacific, recall that the salinity difference  of  represents the difference between Absolute Salinity and the estimate of it using only Practical Salinity, while the value of  of  is the total ...
	What then is the appropriate use of Preformed Salinity ?  This salinity variable is the one which can be treated as being conservative.  Hence, in contrast to the evolution equation of Absolute Salinity , the evolution equation for Preformed Salinity ...
	(i) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in forward ocean models,
	(ii) the salinity variable that is advected and diffused in inverse ocean models, and
	(iii) the salinity variable that is averaged when forming a hydrographic atlas.
	In these applications, the salinity difference  is added to the averaged atlas or model salinity variable to form Absolute Salinity  before other thermodynamic properties (such as density etc.) are calculated.  Because of its conservative nature, ther...
	5. Conservative Temperature
	Because the TEOS-10 properties of seawater are all derived from a Gibbs function, it is possible to find thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy, internal energy and entropy.  Hence potential enthalpy and Conservative Temperature (which is simply pr...
	Conservative Temperature is in some respects quite similar to potential temperature in that the same artificial thought experiment is involved with their definitions.  In both cases one takes a seawater sample at an arbitrary pressure in the ocean and...
	Conservative Temperature  represents the “heat content” of seawater much more accurately than does potential temperature  (McDougall (2003), Graham and McDougall, 2013).   can be evaluated from in situ temperature t from the function gsw_CT_from_t.  T...
	Figure A.17.1.  Contours (in ) of the difference between potential temperature
	and Conservative Temperature .  This plot illustrates the non-conservative production of potential temperature  in the ocean.
	The air-sea heat flux is exactly proportional to the flux of Conservative Temperature, and because  is almost a perfectly conservative variable, the meridional “heat” flux is very accurately given by the meridional flux of  (as opposed to the meridion...
	For these reasons Conservative Temperature  is the appropriate temperature variable to be used in ocean analyses.  Just as Absolute Salinity  is now to be used in oceanographic publications instead of Practical Salinity, so too Conservative Temperatur...
	Figure A.14.1.  Contours of  at , showing the percentage                            difference between the epineutral gradients of  and .  The red dots                            are from the global ocean atlas of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004) at
	.
	6. Which types of salinity and temperature should be archived?
	Since 1978 we have gone to sea and collected and then archived Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  at known values of longitude, latitude and time.  Under TEOS-10, nothing about this data collection and storag...
	In particular, it cannot be over-emphasized that NONE of Reference Salinity , Absolute Salinity  or Preformed Salinity  should EVER be submitted to or stored in national oceanographic databases.  This resonates with present practice regarding temperat...
	7. The 75-term expression  for specific volume
	The computationally efficient 75-term polynomial for specific volume, , is described in Roquet et al. (2015), and is the function gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox.  Seawater specific volume data was fitted in a “funnel” of data po...
	 it is a function of Conservative Temperature, so eliminating the need to be continually converting between Conservative and in-situ temperatures in order to evaluate density,
	 it is computationally faster (by a factor of 4) to use the 75-term expression gsw_specvol(SA,CT,p) rather than using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) which is based on the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09) and of sea salt (IAPWS-08),
	 ocean models will use this 75-term equation of state, and it is advantageous for the fields of observational and theoretical oceanography to use the same equation of state as ocean models.
	The functions of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox are listed on the next four pages, after which section 8 begins on page 18.
	8. Changes to oceanographic practice under TEOS-10
	For the past thirty years we have taken the “raw” data of Practical Salinity  (PSS-78), in situ temperature  (now ITS-90) and pressure  and we have used an algorithm to calculate potential temperature  in order to analyze and publish water-mass charac...
	Under TEOS-10 this practice has now changed:- density and potential density (and all types of geostrophic streamfunction including dynamic height anomaly) are now not functions of Practical Salinity  but rather are functions of Absolute Salinity .
	TEOS-10 also defines a new temperature variable, Conservative Temperature , which takes the place of potential temperature  (see section 5 above).  Operationally, the calculation of Conservative Temperature  as a function of  under TEOS-10 is no diffe...
	Under TEOS-10 is not possible to draw isolines of potential density on a  diagram.  Rather, because of the spatial variations of seawater composition, a given value of potential density defines an area on the  diagram, not a curved line.  Hence for th...
	Specific volume may be calculated from the sum of the Gibbs functions of pure water (IAPWS-09, Feistel (2003)) and of salt (IAPWS-08, Feistel (2008)) using gsw_specvol_CT_exact(SA,CT,p) or from the 75-term polynomial expression using gsw_specvol(SA,CT...
	These advantages lead us to recommend the 75-term expression for general use by oceanographers, including for observational studies, for ocean modelling and for theoretical studies, thus ensuring consistency between these different branches of oceanog...
	In summary, under EOS-80 we have to date used the observed variables  to first form potential temperature  and then we have analyzed water masses on the  diagram, and we have been able to draw curved contours of potential density on this same  diagram...
	The various oceanographic properties that rely on the equation of state have been written in terms of  and  in the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox, and all of the oceanographic variables in common use (including geostrophic streamfunctions) have been writte...
	9. Ocean modelling using TEOS-10
	Ocean models treat their salinity and temperature variables as being conservative, with the choice of variables to date being Practical Salinity and potential temperature.  Converting ocean models to be TEOS-10 compatible requires several changes.  Th...
	(i) accurately represent the “heat content” per unit mass of seawater and
	(ii) to be as conservative as possible under ocean mixing processes.
	Conservative Temperature  has these properties whereas potential temperature  does not.  Fortunately it is relatively easy to change ocean models to have Conservative Temperature as their temperature variable.  With the expression for density being ca...
	The current practice in numerical models is to treat salinity as a perfectly conserved quantity in the interior of the ocean.  In order to continue this practice the appropriate model salinity variable is Preformed Salinity .  Preformed Salinity and A...
	10. A guide to the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox
	The key attributes of the three oceanographic variables ,  and  may be summarized as follows.  Preformed Salinity  and Conservative Temperature  are the ideal variables for representing the “salt content” and “heat content” of seawater in the standard...
	The GSW functions are listed on the central four pages of this document.  The group of functions “Practical Salinity (SP), PSS-78” contains routines for Practical Salinity in terms of either conductivity C or conductivity ratio R, as well as their inv...
	The second group delivers the three new oceanographic variables, Absolute Salinity , Preformed Salinity , and Conservative Temperature .  The first two functions have Practical Salinity , pressure, longitude and latitude as input variables.  Note that...
	The third group contains just the function gsw_SA_CT_plot which plots the TEOS-10 version of the “T-S” diagram for a series of vertical profiles.  The Conservative Temperature at the freezing point for  dbar, and user-selected potential density contou...
	The fourth grouping of functions has the heading “other conversions between temperatures, salinities, entropy, pressure and height”.  Some of these functions are the reverse of those in the previous groups (namely gsw_SP_from_SA, gsw_SP_from_Sstar and...
	The next group of functions (the right-hand side of the page), headed “specific volume, density and enthalpy”, are all derived from the computationally-efficient 75-term expression for specific volume,  of Roquet et al. (2015). This group includes the...
	The next group of three functions, headed “vertical stability”, delivers variables which are defined in terms of the vertical gradients of  and  on an individual vertical profile, and so are inherently water column properties.  These functions deliver...
	The following group is for calculating four different geostrophic streamfunctions, and the acoustic travel time for sound up and down a vertical water column.  All of these GSW geostrophic streamfunction functions have  and  as their input salinity an...
	The next group contains just the one function, gsw_geostrophic_velocity, which calculates the geostrophic velocity in a given surface with respect to the velocity in a reference surface.  This function should be called with dynamic height anomaly if t...
	The next group of functions is concerned with various neutral attributes of the seawater equation of state and returns properties such as the ratio of the gradient of Conservative Temperature in a potential density surface to that in the neutral tange...
	The following group “derivatives of entropy, CT and pt” contains functions which use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function and have a variety of input temperatures, appropriate to the variable being differentiated.  The outputs of these functions are used, ...
	The following four groups give properties of ice, of sea ice, and of the thermodynamic equilibrium between seawater and either ice or sea ice.  These four groups are followed by a group of functions which gives the latent heats of melting and of evapo...
	The next group “spiciness” delivers the spiciness variable for three different reference pressures.  Spiciness is a measure of the change of water-mass properties along a potential density surface.
	The group, “planet Earth properties”, delivers straightforward properties of the rotating planet of the solar system on which we presently reside.
	The group “TEOS-10 constants” simply returns various constants which are basic to TEOS-10.  Note that the constant gsw_C3515 is not a fundamental constant of either PSS-78 or TEOS-10 but is required to convert a measured conductivity value C into cond...
	The group “dissolved gases” contains algorithms for the solubility of various gases.  This is not work that resulted from SCOR/IAPSO Working Group 127, nor have these algorithms been approved by IOC.  These algorithms are included in the GSW Oceanogra...
	The two groups on the right-hand side of this third page contain only functions evaluated using the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function (being the sum of the IAPWS-09 and IAPWS-08 Gibbs functions).  The group of GSW functions, headed “specific volume, density...
	The group of GSW functions headed “laboratory functions, for use with densimeter measurements”. These functions have in situ temperature  as their input temperature variable.  All three functions in this group use the full TEOS-10 Gibbs function, name...
	The fourth page of the GSW algorithms list include the “basic thermodynamic properties in terms of in-situ t, based on the exact Gibbs function” in which can be found many of the basic thermodynamic properties of seawater.  Each of these functions hav...
	The function gsw_check_functions confirms that the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is correctly installed and that there are no conflicts.  This function runs three stored vertical profiles through of all the other GSW functions, and checks that the outputs...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox is designed to be comprehensive and to be installed in its entirety, even though most users may use relatively few of the functions for routine oceanographic analyses.  For example, the most basic use of the GSW Oceanogra...
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	12. Recommended nomenclature, symbols and units in
	oceanography
	This section 12 is from appendix L of the TEOS-10 Manual, IOC et al. (2010).
	The strict SI units of Absolute Salinity, temperature and pressure are , Absolute Temperature in  and Absolute Pressure  in Pa.  These are the units predominantly adopted in the SIA computer software for the input and output variables.  If oceanograph...
	The GSW Oceanographic Toolbox (appendix N) adopts as far as possible the currently used oceanographic units, so that the input variables for all the computer algorithms are Absolute Salinity in  in  temperature in  and pressure as sea pressure in dbar...
	It seems impractical to recommend that the field of oceanography fully adopt strict basic SI units.  It is however very valuable to have the field adopt uniform symbols and units, and in the interests of achieving this uniformity we recommend the foll...
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